Come to the Easiest Stuff Day Ever!

On-line Stuff Season, 24/7
th
Opens April 5 , 2021
Like to make stuff? We can really help with
that, come & stock your bins at stuff day!

at Sphere Research Corporation
3394 Sunnyside Rd., West Kelowna
 Every year, Sphere Research holds at
least one annual Stuff Day, where we
give away all kinds of great electronic,
optical and mechanical parts and
equipment free, and provide other
material for a small charge to help clear
out our excess stock and clear some
space.

LOTS of Scopes & DMMs!

Everybody’s favorite design tools!

There’s lots of material from electronic parts like
LEDs, semiconductors, capacitors, pots and displays to
scrap test equipment, working test gear, meters,
DMMs, fans, boxes and enclosures, ICs, microscopes,
high end tools and even some TUBE TESTERS,
Amateur gear and lots of hard to find CRTs and
PMTs! Also FREE databooks!

Plus, every student and experimenter’s favorite,
Component Dragon courtesy of
Honeywell Computers

solderless breadboards, and labs in a box, the ideal
way to test new circuits. Also, great DMMs, scopes, test
leads and more. Yes, we take Visa & MasterCard.

Yes, we can shop for you
and ship if you can’t get
here. Even Free stuff.

YES, WE TAKE REQUESTS!
Don’t see what you want, tell us what that is, and we
will try and put it on line.

Want more info? Go visit the Stuff Day Webpage at :
http://www.sphere.bc.ca/test/stuffday.html for all the details,
including how the new REMOTE STUFF SEASON works.
YES, there is totally free stuff, and yes, there is also stuff for sale, it’s totally up to you and your interests. If you
want to pick-up, we are on the West Side at 3394 Sunnyside Road (just around the corner from Quails’ Gate
Vineyard, take Boucherie from Hwy. 97), our Telephone is (250) 769-1834. Can’t get here, use remote stuff day
and ship! There are some big items that are pick up only, just too difficult or expensive to ship.
Here’s just some of the items this year: VFD and LCD displays, power supplies, prototype boards, scrap gear
for cabinets and parts, tools, cheap overhauled DMMs, Panel Meters, audio goodies, computer parts and cables,
Stereo Optical Microscopes, hardware, ICs, Tektronix, HP and Philips/Fluke oscilloscopes, RF test gear and
parts, solderless breadboards, surface mount & through hole resistors and capacitors, calibrators, large
electrolytics, power resistors, scope probes, LEDs of all kinds and portable labs. Plus REQUESTS!
Need FREE School Stuff?!
Email Walter at:
walter2@sphere.bc.ca

Our Telephone is:
(250) 769-1834

